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The double beta decay is a transition among isobaric isotopes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(A,Z) \rightarrow (A,Z+2) + 2e^- + 2\bar{\nu }_e$$\end{document}$. Despite being among the rarest nuclear processes in Nature, it was observed for eleven nuclei with typical half-lives of 10$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^{24}$$\end{document}$ years \[[@CR1]\]. In 1937, Furry hypothesized that double beta decay could occur also without the emission of neutrinos: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(A,Z) \rightarrow (A,Z+2)+ 2e^-$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR2]\]. This process, called neutrino-less double beta decay (0$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$DBD), is forbidden by the Standard Model of Particle Physics as it would violate the difference between the total number of baryons and leptons (B-L) \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\]. Furthermore, 0$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$DBD is considered a golden channel to probe a fundamental property of neutrinos, i.e. their nature. This transition, indeed, can occur only if (in contrast to all the other known fermions) neutrinos coincide with their own anti-particles, as predicted by Majorana \[[@CR5]\]. Finally, the measurement of the 0$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$DBD half-life would help in understanding the absolute mass scale of neutrinos, that today is one of the missing elements in the puzzle of Particle Physics \[[@CR6]\].

CUPID-0 is the first medium-scale 0$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$DBD cryogenic experiment exploiting the dual read-out of heat and light for background suppression \[[@CR7]\]. The detectors are operated as calorimeters \[[@CR8]\]: each crystal acts as energy absorber converting energy deposits $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varDelta T$$\end{document}$. The temperature variation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varDelta T$$\end{document}$ is determined by the crystal thermal capacitance *C*: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varDelta T\propto \varDelta E/C$$\end{document}$. For a single-particle energy deposition of 1 MeV, it is possible to observe sizeable signals (hundreds of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C \propto T^3$$\end{document}$ according to the Debye law, such thermal capacitances require the crystals to be cooled down to about 10 mK. The temperature variations are converted into readable voltage signals using a Neutron Transmutation Doped (NTD) Ge thermistor \[[@CR9]\] glued to the crystal. The resistance of this device shows a strong dependency on the temperature: R(T) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varOmega $$\end{document}$, 4.2 K, and 0.5 respectively. Thus, biasing the thermistor with a small current allows to convert temperature variations in electrical signals with a temperature sensitivity of hundreds of mK per MeV (or hundred of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The technological effort of operating tens of massive crystals at cryogenic temperatures is motivated by the advantages that this technique offers in terms of energy resolution, efficiency, and versatility in the choice of the emitter. The CUORE experiment \[[@CR10]--[@CR12]\] is successfully operating 988 TeO$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$DBD, proving the feasibility of a tonne-scale experiment based on this technology. According to the CUORE background model, the dominant contribution to the region of interest stems from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha $$\end{document}$ particles emitted by the materials in the proximity of the detector \[[@CR13]\]. The suppression of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha $$\end{document}$ background is thus the first milestone for next-generation projects aiming at working in an almost background-free environment to increase the discovery potential \[[@CR14]--[@CR17]\].

The primary goal of the CUPID-0 experiment is proving that the dual read-out heat/light allows to reject the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$DBD by an order of magnitude. For this purpose, each calorimeter is coupled to a light detector that enables particle identification exploiting the different light yield of different particles.

The CUPID-0 detector has been taking data since the end of March 2017 in the underground Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS) in Italy. The first data release demonstrated the potential of this technology: thanks to the strong background suppression, CUPID-0 set the most stringent limit on the half-life of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Stringent limits on the decay widths were set: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The CUPID-0 detector {#Sec2}
====================
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The ZnSe crystals, surrounded by a VIKUITI multi-layer reflecting foil produced by 3M, and interleaved by light detectors, are assembled in five towers using PTFE holders and a mechanical structure made of NOSV copper (produced by Aurubis AG).

Each detector was equipped with a Si Joule resistor that periodically injects a reference pulse to correct thermal drifts \[[@CR41], [@CR42]\].
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Expected signatures in CUPID-0 {#Sec3}
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The scenario becomes slightly more complicated if the decay occurs to an excited level of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$ rays produced in the de-excitation, indeed, can be fully absorbed in the crystal, or escape the crystal and be absorbed in another one, or escape the crystal and scatter in another crystal, or completely escape detection. Depending on the scenario, we expect different signatures. In addition, more decay schemes can result in the same signature, further complicating the analysis. The redundancy of states, as well as the different detection efficiency of the processes, impose a down-selection of the decay schemes.

First, we exclude from the analysis the events in which a *single* crystal triggers, such as those in which the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Then, we restrict the analysis to events in which *only two* ZnSe crystals trigger, thus rejecting interactions in three or more crystals. This choice, that excludes for example the scenario in which the electrons and the two $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Finally, we discard the remaining signatures with efficiency lower than 0.01$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To compute the detection efficiency, we simulate 10$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Data collection and processing {#Sec4}
==============================

The temperature variation produced by 1 MeV energy deposit in a ZnSe results in a voltage signal of tens of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The data acquisition system digitizes all the ZnSe channels with a sampling frequency of 1 kHz and saves the corresponding data on disk in NTuples using the ROOT software framework. During the measurement we run a software trigger on the acquired data and save the corresponding timestamps in the NTuples for the off-line analysis. The trigger algorithm is sensitive to the derivative of the waveforms and its configuration parameters are optimized separately for each channel \[[@CR52], [@CR53]\].
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The collected data are processed off-line using a C++ based analysis framework originally developed by the CUORE-0 collaboration \[[@CR54]--[@CR57]\]. The continuous data stream is converted into acquisition windows of 4 s, with a pre-trigger window of 1 second to evaluate the detector instantaneous temperature before the pulse occurred.

The data are filtered with a software matched-filter algorithm \[[@CR58], [@CR59]\] to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The fluctuations of the pulses amplitude induced by gain instabilities are then corrected using the reference pulses periodically injected through the Si resistors \[[@CR60], [@CR61]\]. The corrected amplitudes are converted into energy using a calibration function which was determined using lines between the 511 keV and 2615 keV peaks from a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Data analysis {#Sec5}
=============
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This study shows that the residuals obtained using a second order calibration follow a parabolic distribution, meaning that the energy scale could be further optimized. The residuals in the region of interest range from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows that the resolution of the peaks scales linearly with energy: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The data used for this analysis are selected by imposing a time-coincidence between two crystals in a 20 ms time-window. Given the low rate in physics runs ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The total efficiency comprises the trigger efficiency, the energy reconstruction efficiency, and the efficiency of the quality-cuts applied to the data. The trigger efficiency, computed on the reference pulses injected by the Si resistor, is defined as the ratio of the triggered to injected pulses. The energy reconstruction efficiency is defined as the number of reference pulses reconstructed within ±3$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The data selection efficiency is calculated using the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The analysis was applied also to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The combination of the selection efficiency with the trigger and energy reconstruction efficiencies results in a total efficiency $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec6}
=======

The search for the signatures listed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} starts with data selection as described in Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. We use a 400 keV analysis window for each signature with the background considered constant in the region of interest. Furthermore, a 20 ms time-coincidence cut is applied to the data in the range of \[E$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the resulting spectra for signature A, with less then 0.08 expected counts, and for signature B, with expected 0.5 counts. Other signatures are not shown due to their similarity to signature A.Fig. 4Energy spectra of E$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The decay widths are measured using a simultaneous unbinned extended maximum likelihood fit with the following free parameters: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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